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I.

COMMISSION BACKGROUND
A. History and Mission of the Texas Forensic Science Commission
The Texas Forensic Science Commission (“Commission”) was created during the 79th

Legislative Session in 2005 with the passage of HB-1068. The Act amended the Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure to add Article 38.01, which describes the composition and authority of the
Commission.1 During subsequent legislative sessions, the Texas Legislature further amended the
Code of Criminal Procedure to clarify and expand the Commission’s jurisdictional responsibilities
and authority.2
Texas law requires the Commission to “investigate, in a timely manner, any allegation of
professional negligence or professional misconduct that would substantially affect the integrity of
the results of a forensic analysis conducted by a crime laboratory.”3 The Commission is also
required to develop and implement a reporting system through which a crime laboratory must
report professional negligence or professional misconduct and require crime laboratories that
conduct forensic analyses to report professional negligence or professional misconduct.4
The term “forensic analysis” is defined as a medical, chemical, toxicological, ballistic, or
other expert examination or test performed on physical evidence, including DNA evidence, for the
purpose of determining the connection of the evidence to a criminal action.5 The statute excludes
certain types of analyses from the “forensic analysis” definition, such as latent fingerprint analysis,
a breath test specimen, and the portion of an autopsy conducted by a medical examiner or licensed

Act of May 30, 2005, 79th Leg., R.S., ch. 1224, § 1 (2005).
e.g., Acts 2013, 83rd Leg. ch. 782 (S.B. 1238) §§ 1-4 (2013); Acts 2015, 84th Leg. ch. 1276 (S.B. 1287) §§ 17 (2015); TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art 38.01 § 4-a(b).
3 TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.01 § 4(a)(3).
4 Id. at § 4(a)(1)-(2) (2019). Additionally, pursuant to the Forensic Analyst Licensing Program Code of Professional
Responsibility, members of crime lab management shall make timely and full disclosure to the Texas Forensic
Science Commission of any non-conformance that may rise to the level of professional negligence or professional
misconduct. See, 37 Tex. Admin. Code § 651.219(c)(5) (2018).
5 TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. § 38.35(a)(4).
1 See,
2 See

physician.6 The statute does not define the terms “professional negligence” and “professional
misconduct.” The Commission has defined those terms in its administrative rules.7
The Commission has nine members appointed by the Governor of Texas.8 Seven members
are scientists or medical doctors and two are attorneys (one prosecutor nominated by the Texas
District and County Attorney’s Association and one criminal defense attorney nominated by the
Texas Criminal Defense Lawyer’s Association).9 The Commission’s Presiding Officer is Jeffrey
Barnard, MD. Dr. Barnard is the Chief Medical Examiner of Dallas County and Director of the
Southwestern Institute of Forensic Sciences in Dallas.
B. Investigative Process
The Commission’s administrative rules set forth the process by which it decides whether
to accept a complaint or self-disclosure for investigation as well as the process used to conduct the
investigation.10 The ultimate result is the issuance of a final report. The Commission’s
administrative rules describe the process for appealing final investigative reports as well as any
resulting disciplinary action against a license holder or applicant.11

6 For

complete list of statutory exclusions see TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.35 (a)(4)(A)-(F) and (f).
misconduct” means the forensic analyst or crime laboratory, through a material act or omission,
deliberately failed to follow the standard of practice that an ordinary forensic analyst or crime laboratory would have
followed, and the deliberate act or omission would substantially affect the integrity of the results of a forensic
analysis. An act or omission was deliberate if the forensic analyst or crime laboratory was aware of and consciously
disregarded an accepted standard of practice required for a forensic analysis. “Professional negligence” means the
forensic analyst or crime laboratory, through a material act or omission, negligently failed to follow the standard of
practice that an ordinary forensic analyst or crime laboratory would have followed, and the negligent act or omission
would substantially affect the integrity of the results of a forensic analysis. An act or omission was negligent if the
forensic analyst or crime laboratory should have been but was not aware of an accepted standard of practice. 37 Tex.
Admin. Code § 651.302 (7) and (8) (2020).
8 TEX. CODE OF CRIM. PROC. art. 38.01 § 3.
9 Id.
10 See, 37 Tex. Admin. Code § 651.304-307 (2019).
11
37 Tex. Admin. Code § 651.309; Id. at § 651.216.
7 “Professional
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C. Accreditation and Licensing Jurisdiction
The Texas Code of Criminal Procedure prohibits forensic analysis from being admitted in
criminal cases if the crime laboratory conducting the analysis is not accredited by the
Commission.12 The term “forensic analysis” is defined as follows:
“Forensic analysis” means a medical, chemical, toxicological, ballistic, or other expert
examination or test performed on physical evidence, including DNA evidence, for the purpose of
determining the connection of the evidence to a criminal action (except that the term does not
include the portion of an autopsy conducted by a medical examiner or other forensic pathologist
who is a licensed physician).13
The term “crime laboratory” includes a public or private laboratory or other entity that
conducts a forensic analysis subject to this article.14
In addition to its crime laboratory accreditation authority, the 84th Texas Legislature
expanded the Commission’s responsibilities by creating a forensic analyst licensing program that:
establishes the qualifications for a license; (2) sets fees for the issuance and renewal of a license;
and (3) establishes the term of a forensic analyst license.15 The law also defines the term “forensic
analyst” as “a person who on behalf of a crime laboratory [accredited by the Commission]
technically reviews or performs a forensic analysis or draws conclusions from or interprets a
forensic analysis for a court or crime laboratory.16 The law further requires that any person who on
behalf of a crime laboratory accredited by the Commission “technically reviews or performs a
forensic analysis or draws conclusions from or interprets a forensic analysis for a court or crime
laboratory” hold a forensic analyst license issued by the Commission, effective January 1, 2019.17
12 TEX.

CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.35 §(d)(1).
at art. 38.01 §2(4).
14 Id. at art. 38.35 §(a)(1).
15 Id. at art. 38.01 §4-a(d).
16 Id. at art. 38.01 §4-a(a)(2).
17 Id. at § 4-a(b).
13 Id.
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Pursuant to its licensing authority, the Commission may take disciplinary action against a
license holder or applicant on a determination that the individual has committed professional
misconduct or violated Texas Code of Criminal Procedure Article 38.01 or an administrative rule
or other order of the Commission.18 If the Commission determines a license holder has committed
professional misconduct or has violated an administrative rule or order by the Commission, the
Commission may, (1) revoke or suspend the person’s license; (2) refuse to renew the person’s
license; (3) reprimand the license holder; or (4) deny the person a license.19 The Commission may
place on probation a person whose license is suspended.20 Disciplinary proceedings and the process
for appealing a disciplinary action by the Commission are governed by the Judicial Branch
Certification Commission.21
D. Jurisdiction Applicable to this Self-Disclosure
The forensic discipline discussed in this final investigative report—Materials (Trace)—is
subject to the accreditation and licensing authority of the Commission. The disclosing laboratory
in this case, the Department of Public Safety Crime Laboratory Services – Austin Regional
Laboratory (“DPS Austin”) is accredited by the Commission and the ANSI-ASQ National
Accreditation Board (“ANAB”) under the International Organization for Standardization
accreditation standard 17025 (“ISO”).22 Katrina Battle is the subject of this final investigative
report. She was a licensed forensic analyst in Texas until December 3, 2020 at which point her
license expired. She has not sought renewal of her license.
18 TEX.

CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.01 §4-c; 37 Tex. Admin Code § 651.216(b) (2019).
at 651.216(b)(1)-(4).
20 Id. at (c).
21 TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 38.01 § 4-c(e); 37 Tex. Admin. Code § 651.216(d) (2019).
22
See, http://www.txcourts.gov/fsc/accreditation/ for a list of accredited laboratories.
19 Id.
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E. Limitations of this Report
The Commission’s authority contains important statutory limitations. For example, no
finding by the Commission constitutes a comment upon the guilt or innocence of any individual.23
The Commission’s written reports are not admissible in civil or criminal actions.24 The
Commission has no authority to subpoena documents or testimony. The information the
Commission receives during any investigation is dependent on the willingness of stakeholders to
submit relevant documents and respond to questions posed. The information gathered in this report
has not been subject to the standards for admission of evidence in a courtroom. For example, no
individual testified under oath, was limited by either the Texas or Federal Rules of Evidence (e.g.,
against the admission of hearsay) or was subject to cross-examination under a judge’s supervision.
II.

SUMMARY OF SELF-DISCLOSURE
This report concerns a June 25, 2020 self-disclosure by DPS (Austin) describing

misconduct by Katrina Battle, a former analyst in the materials (trace) section. At its July 24, 2020
quarterly meeting, the Commission voted to form an investigative panel (“Panel”) to assist the
Commission in determining whether DPS’s conclusions are supported by the facts and
circumstances, available data and related documentation. The Panel includes Patrick Buzzini,
Ph.D., Mark Daniel, Esq., and Jarvis Parsons, Esq.
In December 2019, analyst Katrina Battle lost a questioned hair while transferring
evidentiary items from a glass slide to a heat-sealed acetate sheet, a process commonly referred to
as demounting. She did not document the loss of the questioned hair or report it to her supervisor
at the time. Instead, she attempted to cover her mistake by renumbering evidentiary items to make
it appear as if the lost hair never existed. When the supervising analyst first suspected a questioned
23 Id.
24 Id.

at § 4(g) (2019).
at § 11 (2019).
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hair was indeed missing and questioned Battle about it, Battle provided nonsensical responses
about what the supervising analyst observed and denied losing the hair.
The DPS Office of Inspector General (“OIG”) conducted an investigation and provided its
results to the laboratory on May 18, 2020. DPS provided Commission staff with a copy of the OIG
report and supporting materials. The OIG found the analyst improperly adjusted case
documentation related to hair evidence and gave inconsistent statements when questioned about
the incident. Battle was terminated by DPS on June 30, 2020.
DPS subsequently amended its self-disclosure to include observations regarding Battle’s
actions after it became obvious to any reasonable observer that the questioned hair was lost. In
light of the activities shown in the video footage of Battle’s work area as well as the various
communications occurring that same day, DPS concluded that Battle removed a hair from the
victim’s known standard and placed it onto the corner of a tape lift to make it appear as if the
questioned hair had not been permanently lost but rather temporarily misplaced.
III.

SELF-DISCLOSURE FACTS
A. Background
Katrina Battle was a materials (trace) analyst at DPS (Austin) for approximately five years.

During that time, she received training in several sub-disciplines of trace, including filament
analysis, paint analysis, impression analysis, physical match analysis and hair analysis. In the
beginning of 2019, after completing a year-long training program, she began supervised casework
in microscopical hair analysis. Supervised casework is the final step before an analyst is approved
to perform independent casework.
B. June 2019-October 2019: Initial Microscopical Analysis
On June 11, 2019, Battle completed the microscopical analysis of hair evidence in a criminal
case as part of her supervised casework. The questioned specimens consisted of 21 individual hairs
recovered from a gas can. Battle mounted each of the 21 hairs on a slide with a semi-permanent
6

fixative. She compared the 21 questioned hairs to the known hair sample of the victim. For each
hair, Battle generated a corresponding set of notes documenting her microscopical examination.
After finishing her analysis, Battle submitted the case for review to a more experienced
analyst in Austin. However, before beginning the review, the assigned reviewer notified DPS of
her intent to take personal leave. The case was reassigned to Jenny Lounsbury, an analyst who is
authorized to perform technical and administrative review but works in the Houston Regional
Laboratory. On October 8, 2019, Battle sent the case in question, including all physical evidence,
to DPS Houston for Lounsbury’s review.
As part of the routine process for supervised casework, Lounsbury provided feedback to
Battle regarding her analytical observations and related conclusions. Lounsbury determined
several of the questioned hairs did not have sufficient microscopic characteristics for comparison.
Many of the hairs were short, dark and difficult to see through. An analyst must be able to see the
internal features of a hair to perform a scientifically supportable comparison. If the hair is too dark
and an analyst cannot see the internal features, the hair should be deemed unsuitable for
comparison. Lounsbury provided feedback to Battle regarding the hairs Lounsbury believed were
unsuitable for comparison. Battle was instructed to evaluate and consider this feedback. Lounsbury
then returned the case, including all physical evidence, to DPS Austin. Of critical importance,
Lounsbury retained a copy of Battle’s original case notes.
C. December 4, 2019: Case Returned to Austin
Lounsbury returned the evidence to Austin on December 4, 2019. Battle was expected to
review Lounsbury’s feedback and either revise her assessment of the evidence or document her
disagreement. Battle disagreed with Lounsbury’s view that the comparison should be deemed
“inconclusive” for a few of the hairs and opted to keep one of them on a slide for continued
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discussion. For the remaining 20 hairs, Battle removed each hair from the slides in a process called
demounting. The process involves removing the cover slip and using tweezers to extract the hair
from the fixative. She then placed each hair into small individual heat-sealed acetate sheet pouches
marked to correspond with the item number. Trace analysts often perform this task after finishing
a microscopical comparison so the hairs are more readily accessible to analysts in the forensic
biology section.
During the process of demounting the hairs, Battle lost Hair 16. She did not immediately
report the lost hair to anyone. Instead, she removed the hair worksheet for Hair 16 and renumbered
the remaining hairs. For example, the original Hair 17 became the new Hair 16 in the notes, and
each item number continued to decrease by one for the remaining evidentiary items. She did not
disclose her note revisions to Lounsbury or alert a supervisor regarding her decision to renumber
the questioned hairs.
D. December 18, 2019: Case Sent Back to Houston for Second Review
On December 18, 2019, Battle sent the evidence back to Lounsbury for a second review.
On January 7, 2020 Lounsbury began her review of the case. She noticed something did not seem
right with the numbering of the questioned hairs and first thought a worksheet was missing. She
sent Battle a message inquiring whether there was a missing worksheet. Battle responded that she
would “have to figure out the other pages unless I miscounted when I went back and did the
corrections.” Minutes later, Battle responded “Is there a Q21 in the actual envelope with the hairs?
I don’t have anything else here so I may have updated the hair numbers, or I miscounted and got
some stuff mixed up.” (Exhibit A)
After reviewing the file in more detail, Lounsbury sent Battle another message regarding
the possibility of the questioned hair itself being lost. Battle responded by stating “I will have to
make a note about it getting misplaced or possibly lost. I had a lot of stuff out in my space at one
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time and it may have gotten thrown out by accident along with some non-casework stuff and the
notes about it may have ended up in my shred pile.” Battle advised she would likely have to do a
“QI” (quality incident) and she would ask her supervisor, Lyndsi De La Rosa. (Exhibit B).
Battle’s response that it could be “misplaced or possibly lost,” was a significant red flag to
Lounsbury. The laboratory has clear procedures to address significant events such as the loss of
evidence. When an item is lost, analysts are expected to report the event to a supervisor
immediately so a quality incident may be initiated and the customer notified.
Battle then sent Lounsbury another message stating “For the hair I can’t find I believe it is
there but that I ended up moving it back to one of the tape lifts since it wasn’t used in the
comparison. That is my thought. I’m sure I did not lose it…” (Exhibit C). [emphasis added]
Lounsbury then conducted an in-depth review of Battle’s bench notes. She compared the
notes she received in December to the copy of the original notes she retained from the October
review. The notes each contained a magnified photograph of the hair described in the notes.
Lounsbury noticed the root photograph for one of the questioned hairs was different between the
two sets of notes. Upon further comparison of the photographs, Lounsbury realized the note page
for the original Hair 16 was missing and the remaining evidence item numbers had been adjusted
accordingly. Lounsbury scanned the relevant pages of the two sets of notes and e-mailed them to
Battle for her review. Battle did not respond. (See, Exhibit D- Original and Adjusted notes;
January 7, 2020 Email from Lounsbury to Battle).
While Lounsbury was in the process of comparing the two sets of notes, Battle sent her a
message stating she believed she had moved the missing hair back to one of the tape lifts since it
was not deemed suitable for comparison. This explanation struck Lounsbury as odd considering
there were other hairs not deemed suitable for comparison, but those hairs were placed in heat-
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sealed bags. It is also not standard practice to place a hair back on a tape lift once it has been
mounted on a slide.
Lounsbury searched the LIMS and discovered the description for the last evidentiary item
in the list of 21 had been changed to “this item does not exist.” Lounsbury saw this as a “big red
flag” because she knew the item existed when she conducted the first review. Indeed, it was
recorded in the internal chain of custody as having been transferred between Austin and Houston
during the initial review process. Moreover, the phrase “this item does not exist” is typically used
when there is a simple data entry mistake. Lounsbury was confident Hair 21 did in fact exist and
was not entered into the LIMS by mistake.
On January 8, 2020, Lounsbury examined the tape lifts in an attempt to ascertain whether
Battle had placed the hair back onto one of them as she claimed. It did not appear to Lounsbury
that the tape lifts had been manipulated (i.e., it did not look like any corners were pulled up).
However, Lounsbury acknowledged it was not possible to conclude with absolute certainty that
Battle did not return the hair to one of the tape lifts based on a visual inspection.
On the same day, Battle and De La Rosa had a conversation during which Battle informed
De La Rosa that a hair from the case might have been lost based on Lounsbury’s observation that
she only had 20 of 21 hairs. De La Rosa instructed Battle to search her workspace area for the
missing hair. De La Rosa did not take any further action that day due to the limited information
Battle provided.
E. January 9, 2020: Houston Manager Alerts Austin Trace Supervisor
On January 9, 2020, DPS (Houston) laboratory manager Andrew Gardiner contacted De
La Rosa to advise her of the discrepancies Lounsbury observed between the first and second review
of the hair evidence and analysis. Gardiner supplied De La Rosa with an email containing
Lounsbury’s review notes, case chronology, and a copy of Battle’s original and adjusted notes.
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De La Rosa went back to Battle to discuss the incident further but did not mention she had
reviewed the documentation from Houston. According to De La Rosa, some of Battle’s statements
were inconsistent and seemed unusual considering how evidence is typically handled. Battle
seemed confident she had placed the hair back on one of the tape lifts. This concerned De La Rosa
because that is not something normally done. Once the hair has been mounted on a slide, it would
either remain on that slide or be demounted and packaged separately because the hair would need
to be tracked after mounting. De La Rosa asked Battle why she put the hair back on the tape lift
and Battle responded that she was not sure.
De La Rosa then obtained and viewed December 16, 2019 video footage from a security
camera that captured the activities in Battle’s workspace. The footage showed Battle demounting
the hairs and packaging them in heat-sealed envelopes. At one point during the process, Battle put
a hair down, got distracted by her phone, and upon returning her attention to the evidence began
searching as if something had gone missing. According to De La Rosa, this observation caught her
off guard because Battle had not reported a hair loss to her and there was no indication in her notes
that a hair was lost.
De La Rosa asked Battle to provide a statement of the events so she could initiate a quality
incident. (Exhibit E- De La Rosa Email Requesting Statement). Battle emailed her a statement
on January 14, 2020. (Exhibit F- Battle Original Statement). The statement was inconsistent
with the video footage. For instance, Battle’s statement described a slide that had gone unnoticed
under a package until all of the other slides had been demounted. There was no indication in the
video footage that this occurred.
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F. January 15, 2020: Battle Replaces Lost Questioned Hair with Victim Known
De La Rosa notified Battle that she wanted to be present when Battle reviewed the evidence
upon its return from Houston. Battle acknowledged the email and they scheduled a time to look at
the tape lifts on the afternoon of January 15, 2020. (Exhibit E – De La Rosa email to Battle).
When she arrived at the meeting, De La Rosa noticed the tape lifts were already out and
appeared to have been examined. Battle immediately showed De La Rosa a tape lift with a loose
corner that had a hair attached to it, claiming this was the missing hair. De La Rosa noticed the hair
had debris on it, unlike the other hairs on the tape lift. She recalled Lounsbury’s review of the tape
lifts and observation that none of the tape lifts appeared to have been manipulated. In De La Rosa’s
view, Lounsbury would have easily flagged a tape lift in this condition had it been among the tape
lifts she examined in Houston.
De La Rosa instructed Battle to re-examine the hair under a microscope. De La Rosa also
examined it. Battle told De La Rosa that she did not have her notes anymore, so they accessed a
copy retained by Lounsbury. According to De La Rosa, the hair had similar appearance to the
descriptors listed in her notes for the hair in question, but there was debris on the hair that De La
Rosa felt would not have been present if the hair had been previously mounted in the fixative, as
the hair in question had been. In addition, the debris present on the hair was not observed on any
other hairs on the tape lift. Ultimately, De La Rosa concluded the hair Battle presented as the lost
hair was not the same hair as the one that was actually lost during the original demounting process.
De La Rosa also traced the audit trail in the LIMS and confirmed it was Battle who changed
the description of Hair 21 to “This item does not exist.”
De La Rosa then obtained video footage capturing what occurred at Battle’s workstation
before their meeting on January 15, 2020. The footage shows Battle conducting her own
examination of the evidence before meeting with De La Rosa. The chain of custody indicates that
Battle first accessed the evidence at approximately 10:51 that morning. The video footage shows
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Battle opening the evidence directly on her desk without first laying down a sheet of white paper.
She then took the following actions: (1) retrieved the tape lifts and quickly screened them; (2)
pulled up notes on the computer including a photograph of the lost hair; (3) retrieved the victim’s
known hair standard; (4) cut off the end of the heat-sealed envelope containing the known hairs; (5)
pulled something out of the envelope; (6) resealed the envelope and put it away; and (7) used
tweezers to place an item on a tape lift containing questioned hairs. In sum, the most likely
explanation for this series of events is that Battle retrieved a hair from the victim’s known standard
and placed it onto a tape lift containing questioned hair samples.
IV.

BATTLE’S STATEMENTS TO OIG

Battle provided a written statement to the OIG dated April 10, 2020 (sworn April 15).
(Exhibit G – Battle Statement to OIG). The OIG investigator assigned to the matter also
conducted a series of telephone interviews with Battle on April 10, 2020 and April 16, 2020. These
interviews were conducted after Battle was provided an opportunity to review the video surveillance
footage. The OIG investigator did not review the video footage with her.
A.

December 16, 2019: Loss of Questioned Hair and Subsequent Renumbering

On December 16, 2019, Battle began the process of demounting the hairs that had already
been through the analysis and review process, and for which she and Lounsbury were in
agreement about the most appropriate conclusion to report based on the characteristics observed.
Materials (trace) analysts often demount hair evidence from slides after the analysis and review
process is complete in order to make them more readily accessible for DNA testing. After
demounting the hair from the slide, each individual hair is placed into a heat-sealed pouch.
Battle decided to demount all but one of the slides (Hair 2). She reserved Hair 2 on a slide
because she disagreed with Lounsbury’s assessment that the hair exhibited insufficient characteristics
for comparison and wanted Lounsbury to re-examine the slide.
Battle told the OIG that during the demounting process, she believes she temporarily
misplaced the slide for Hair 16, either underneath a bag or “off to the side” where she did not see
13

it. She also maintained that she eventually found the slide for Hair 16 after all the other hairs had been
demounted. She told the OIG she then “made a judgment call” to return Hair 16 back to one of the
tape lifts, thereby removing it from the population of evidentiary items that had already been
analyzed and reviewed. She did not document her decision to return Hair 16 to a tape lift instead
of placing it in a heat-sealed pouch. Nor did she mark any of the tape lifts to indicate where she
deposited Hair 16.
Battle claims she then adjusted the numbering of the remaining hairs to reflect her decision
to return Hair 16 to a tape lift. She admitted to having shredded her original case notes that included
her review of all 21 items. She defended this decision by claiming the shredding of notes was
“common practice” among certain supervising analysts in the trace section. When the OIG pointed
out this as a violation of the Crime Laboratory Service Manual, Battle acknowledged the language
in the policy but maintained it was common practice and the “way she had been trained.”
When questioned about the video footage, Battle acknowledged she was looking for
something but maintained it was something other than Hair 16. She did not provide a coherent
explanation about what that something was. Battle also asserted there were times when she was
out of view of the camera and it could have been during those moments when she discovered she
accidentally skipped the slide for Hair 16. She explained that “she could have grabbed it and
demounted it quickly” outside the view of the camera.
B. January 15, 2020: Case Returned from Houston
Battle admitted to having received an email from De La Rosa requesting a statement about
the incident and that she be present when Battle reviewed the evidence returning from Houston.
Battle supplied De La Rosa with a short statement but maintained she did not take De La Rosa’s
request to be present as a direct order. Battle began to screen the tape lifts alone, ostensibly looking
for Hair 16.
Battle attempted to rationalize her decision to open the known hair standard of the victim
during her solo examination by claiming she was “pushing hair fragments that were on the edge
14

back up onto the tape lift.” She claimed she checked the known hair envelope to make sure she
had placed everything on a tape lift and mistakenly opened some evidence that did not need to be
opened because she misread the packaging. She further claimed the video shows her opening
various containers for the purposes of re- sealing them because they did not appear to be wellsealed.
Battle claimed she was initially unable to locate Hair 16 on any of the questioned tape lifts,
so she set up her workspace to prepare to look through them again once De La Rosa arrived. Battle
maintained she was unable to find Hair 16 until she found it while reviewing the evidence with De
La Rosa. This contradicted De La Rosa’s account that Battle already had the tape lift with the hair
Battle claimed was Hair 16 out and ready to show De La Rosa when she arrived for the meeting.
Battle claimed that during her joint screening with De La Rosa, she found the hair in question on a
tape lift and showed it to De La Rosa under the microscope. De La Rosa disagreed this was the hair
based on the microscopic characteristics, and informed Battle that Hair 16 should be reported
missing.
V.

CASE REVIEW AND LEGAL DISCLOSURES

On June 16, 2020, DPS notified the submitting law enforcement agency about the
incident described in this report. DPS then determined that Battle had worked 114 cases in 49
counties during her tenure at DPS. The elected district attorney or a designee for each county
received a notification with information about the cases Battle worked in the county during her
tenure at DPS. DPS plans to follow up with each county by providing a copy of the Commission’s
final report and offering to perform a re-examination of any case previously analyzed by Battle.
In addition to the analyst’s misconduct, the laboratory’s root cause analysis noted the
process of utilizing an offsite mentor prohibited the mentor from performing direct observation of
the analyst as she handled the hair evidence and made corrections to the notes. The laboratory
system no longer allows the practice of off-site mentorship.
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VI.

COMMISSION INVESTIGATION

The Panel and Commission staff reviewed all documents provided by DPS and the OIG,
including the initial disclosure, statements and recordings of the witnesses, video surveillance
footage, and the results of the root cause analysis and corrective action submitted by DPS.
A.

Investigative Notice to Analyst and Interview Request

The Commission notified Battle the self-disclosure was accepted for investigation on
August 26, 2020. (See, Exhibit H, Letter to Battle). The letter extended Battle the opportunity
to be interviewed but she declined.
DPS amended its original disclosure to add the January 15, 2020 incident regarding the
suspected removal of a hair from the victim’s known standard and the placement of the hair on the
tape lift containing questioned hairs. On December 1, 2020, the Commission notified Battle of
this amended disclosure. (See, Exhibit I Letter to Battle). She was asked to respond by January
8, 2021. Battle responded on January 4, 2020, and again declined to be interviewed.
B.

Witness Interviews and Review of Video Footage

On September 25, 2020, Commissioner Patrick Buzzini, Ph.D. and Commission staff
reviewed the video footage showing the activities at Battle’s workstation on December 16 and 17,
2019 and January 15, 2020, with the assistance of De La Rosa. De La Rosa had previously
constructed a timeline of events describing her observations on the video. (See, Exhibit J De La
Rosa Timelines). The Commission finds the observations made by De La Rosa are supported by
the depictions on the video footage. The Panel also conducted formal interviews with Lounsbury
and De La Rosa on November 17, 2020.
VII.

FINDINGS OF THE COMMISSION
A. Determination Regarding Professional Misconduct

“Professional Misconduct” means the forensic analyst or crime laboratory, through a material
act or omission, deliberately failed to follow a standard of practice that an ordinary forensic analyst
or crime laboratory would have followed, and the deliberate act or omission would substantially
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affect the integrity of the results of a forensic analysis. An act or omission was deliberate if
the forensic analyst or crime laboratory was aware of and consciously disregarded an accepted
standard of practice.25
1.

Battle’s Conduct on December 16, 2019

The Commission finds that on December 16, 2019, Battle lost a questioned hair (Hair 16)
during the demounting process. The video footage depicting this is clear. The Commission finds
that Battle failed to report the lost hair. Instead, she attempted to cover her mistake by renumbering
exhibits and adjusting her notes.
Battle’s explanation that she temporarily misplaced the slide for Hair 16 and recovered it
shortly thereafter is not supported by the video. At no time during the video footage does she
discover a slide as she stated to the OIG investigator. The notion that Battle found the slide,
demounted the hair and placed it on a tape lift all out of view of the camera is simply not credible.
Even if she had discovered the slide during the brief periods she is out of view, she is never seen
returning with an item or demounting an item while the evidence and Xylene are out, or at any
other time. Battle’s explanation that she did all of this off camera and then unilaterally made a
decision to remove Hair 16 from the population of analyzed and reviewed hairs to place it back on
a tape lift is unpersuasive and contradicted by the available evidence.
The Commission finds Battle committed professional misconduct by failing to report the
loss of Hair 16 and changing the underlying documentation in an attempt to conceal it.
2.

Battle’s Conduct on January 15, 2020

A review of the video evidence of Battle’s conduct on January 15, 2020, is deeply
disturbing. As noted above, on December 16, 2019, she lost a hair during the demounting process
and renumbered questioned hair evidence in attempt to cover the loss. After Lounsbury realized
the hair was lost during her review of the case in Houston, she returned the case to Austin,

25 37

Tex. Admin. Code §651.302(7) (2020).
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including all physical evidence. De La Rosa specifically requested to be present when Battle
accessed the returned evidence. “When the tape lifts get here for this case I would like to be
present with you when you go through them to assess if the hair is there.” (See, Exhibit E De La
Rosa Email). Instead of following this instruction, Battle accessed the evidence alone.
After reviewing all available information, including video footage, interviews with
witnesses and case documentation, the Commission concludes that on January 15, 2020, Battle
retrieved a hair from the victim’s known hair standard and placed it onto a questioned hair tape lift
to make it appear as if Hair 16 had not been lost. The Commission finds Battle’s actions constitute
professional misconduct.
B. Texas Code of Professional Responsibility for Forensic Analysts
The Commission’s administrative rules include a Code of Professional Responsibility for
Forensic Analysts and Crime Laboratory Management designed to provide a framework for
promoting integrity and respect for the scientific process and to encourage transparency in
forensic analysis in Texas.26
Battle’s conduct as described in this report violated numerous provisions of the Code. For
example, analysts are expected to: 1) avoid tampering [with] evidentiary materials; 2) conduct
thorough, fair and unbiased examinations; 3) make and retain full, contemporaneous, clear and
accurate written records of all examinations; 4) base conclusions on procedures supported by
sufficient data, not on outside influence; 5) present accurate and complete data in reports,
oral and written presentations; 6) retain any record, item, or object related to a case, such as
work notes, data, and peer or technical review; 7) communicate honestly and fully with all
parties; 8) and document and notify management or quality assurance personnel of adverse events,
such as an unintended mistake, or breach of ethical, legal, scientific standards, or
questionable conduct”).27 Battle failed to meet these expectations during the course of the events
described in this report.

26 Id.

at §651.219 (2019).
Id. at §651.219(4)(6)(7)(8)(12)(14)(15) and (16) (2019)

27See,
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C. Observations Regarding Critical Role of Effective Documentation
& Communication
The following four observations merit emphasis:
1.

Note Retention. Lounsbury made a critically important decision in retaining a copy

of Battle’s notes from the first review of the case. Because she had a contemporaneous accounting
of what Battle originally did, she was able to quickly compare the first list to the second and identify
a problem not only with the reduction in number of items, but also with Battle’s explanation of
events.
During interviews, Battle stated that senior analysts in the trace section sometimes
“shredded case notes.” She presented this information as support for her decision to shred the
original case notes here. The Panel asked De La Rosa about this assertion and learned that not all
notes created during supervised casework are retained. When an analyst is still engaged in
supervised casework, the notes containing the back-and-forth questions and answers between the
supervising analyst and the trainee are sometimes shredded; the notes that are ultimately retained
document the observations and conclusions that are agreed upon between supervising analyst and
trainee.
While it is clear the specific context in which Battle shredded her notes described here
would never be acceptable at DPS, the Commission remains concerned about the loss of any case
documentation, even if the analyst is under supervision. This concern emanates from the fact that
legal disclosure obligations in criminal cases do not distinguish between documents generated by
an agent of the State who is still in supervised casework and one who is not. Indeed, the Texas
Code of Professional Responsibility for Forensic Analysts and Crime Laboratory Management
states that management should “maintain case retention and management policies and systems
based on the presumption that there is potential evidentiary value for any information related to a
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case, including work notes, analytical and validation data, and peer or technical review.”28 The
language is intentionally broad because it is difficult to anticipate what information may ultimately
constitute an “exculpatory, impeachment or mitigating document, item or other information”
subject to disclosure under Texas law.29 Additionally, current accreditation standards require
records to be created and maintained in a “permanent matter.” Thus, the question of how notes are
preserved is both a legal question and a potential risk for an accreditation finding.
2.

Photomicrographs. The photomicrographs of evidence included in the case record

were essential to getting to the truth of what occurred. Because the photomicrographs showed the
characteristics of the questioned hairs, Lounsbury and De La Rosa were able to compare the
photomicrographs of the original Hair 16 to the one Battle later substituted on the tape lift. The
importance of including photographic evidence in casework, especially for disciplines in which
the strength of an association may be dependent on a visual comparison of certain characteristics,
cannot be overstated.
3.

Proactive Steps Taken by Management. It is clear from the record that DPS

(Houston) Laboratory Manager Andrew Gardiner understood and appreciated the potential
ramifications of the information Lounsbury brought to his attention. By quickly addressing it with
De La Rosa and providing her the backup she needed to understand what was happening, Gardiner
showed a thoughtful appreciation of his professional responsibilities as a manager and leader
within the DPS system. Similarly, De La Rosa was extremely thorough in her investigation of the
incident, leaving no stone unturned as she attempted to understand the events that occurred. De La
Rosa should also be commended for her honesty and forthright evaluation of a difficult situation
in her explanation of events to DPS upper management and the OIG. At no point did she attempt
to downplay or minimize the seriousness of the situation or its potential ramifications.
28 Tex.

Admin. Code §651.219(c)(3) (2020)
CODE CRIM. PROC. art. 39.14(h)

29 TEX.
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4.

Remote Supervision. Finally, DPS has already suspended the practice of allowing

an analyst to be mentored by a more senior analyst assigned to a different location within the
system. While that decision is understandable given the facts of this case, the Commission
recognizes that there may be certain elements of casework, such as data interpretation, that are
appropriate for interlaboratory collaboration. Indeed, there are circumstances where such
collaboration may be not only permissible but desirable.
VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Evaluate internal practices with respect to the retention of notes in the context of supervised
casework in the Materials (Trace) discipline and other disciplines across the laboratory
system. Consider whether any adjustments need to be made to mitigate the risk of lost
information.

•

Evaluate which disciplines currently require photographic documentation and in what
contexts. Consider expanding the Materials (Trace) requirement for photographic
recordkeeping to any discipline for which visual observations are a critical component of
the analytical result. This includes chemistry disciplines where one or more component of
the analytical scheme includes an observation of characteristics or patterns that are
inherently ephemeral.

•

Provide a copy of this investigative report to the prosecutors previously contacted who had
cases analyzed by Battle. This will ensure they have a full understanding of the facts and
circumstances and can make an informed decision about whether any of the cases merit reanalysis as well as meet any disclosure obligations under Texas law.

•

Consider establishing criteria for the types of activities that are appropriate for remote
supervision and those that are not, and provide guidance throughout the system to assist
managers with planning and training options.

•

Finally, Commission staff will contact the Texas Association of Crime Laboratory
Directors to recommend the organization survey the extent to which video recording is
used in laboratories, and to consider the pros and cons of installing video recording
systems not only as part of laboratory security in general but also to document work
performed at the bench. The discussion is not intended to be punitive but rather represents
one approach to mitigating risk.
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EXHIBITB

